Cache behavior is complex and inherently unstable, yet is a critical factor a ecting program performance. A method of evaluating cache performance is required, both to give quantitative predictions of miss-ratio, and information to guide optimization of cache use.
Introduction
Cache performance is one of the most critical factors a ecting the performance of software, and with memory latency continuing to increase in respect to processor clock speeds utilizing the cache to its full potential is more and more essential. Yet cache behavior is extremely di cult to analyze, re ecting its unstable nature in which small program modi cations can lead to disproportionate changes in cache miss ratio 2, 12] . A method of evaluating cache performance is required, both to give quantitative predictions of miss ratio, and information to guide optimization of cache use.
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Traditionally cache performance evaluation has mostly used simulation, emulating the cache e ect of every memory access through software. Although the results will be accurate, the time needed to obtain them is prohibitive, typically many times greater than the total execution time of the program being simulated 13]. Another possibility is to measure the number of cache misses incurred, using the performance monitoring features of modern microprocessors. This can also give accurate results, and in reasonable time, but introduces the restriction that only cache architectures for which actual hardware is available can be evaluated.
To try and overcome these problems several analytical models of cache behavior have been developed. One such technique is to extract parameters from an address trace and combine them with parameters de ning the cache to derive a model of cache behavior 1]. This method is able to accurately predict the general trends in behavior, but lacks the ne detail that is needed to model the instability noted above. Analytical models combined with heuristics have also been used to guide optimizing compilers in their choice of source code transformations 14, 4, 10] . The models developed however are usually unsuitable for more general performance evaluation, since they often aim for qualitative, rather than quantitative, predictions. Another area in which analytical models have been employed has been in studying the cache performance of particular types of algorithm, especially in the analysis of blocked algorithms 9, 3, 5] .
Attempts have been made at creating general purpose models that are both accurate and expressive, with some success 12, 6, 7] , but in all cases limited to describing direct-mapped caches. In this work we present novel analytical techniques for predicting the cache performance of a large class of loop nestings, for the general case of set-associative caches (i.e. with direct-mapped as the case with associativity one). All forms of cache reuse and interference are considered leading to accurate, yet rapidly evaluated, models. These bene ts and others are demonstrated through the examination of several example code fragments. The work has a wide range of possible applications, from aiding software development to on the y performance prediction and management. We also plan to integrate the model with an existing system for analyzing the performance of parallel systems 11].
The paper is organized as follows: the next section outlines the problem being addressed, and the classi cation of the cache phenomena being modeled. Section 3 describes in detail how the e ect of array references on the cache is represented, and how this representation can be e ciently computed. In Sections 4, 5, and 6, the di erent types of cache reuse are considered, in terms of the representation developed in Section 3. Finally, Section 7 presents experimental data showing how the models compare with simulation, followed by a discussion of these results and our conclusions in Sections 8 and 9. The models presented in this work consider the cache behavior of array references accessed by regular looping constructs. The general form of a loop nesting is shown in Figure 1 ; the loops are numbered from 1 to n, outer-to-innermost respectively, and are assumed to be normalized such that they count upward from zero in steps of one. The number of iterations performed by a loop at a level k is labeled N k , and the variable used to index arrays by this loop is labeled j k .
Array references considered are of the form:
X ( where X is the name of an array, m is the number of dimensions of this array, and k , k , and k are constants (with 1 k n).
Such array references can be rearranged into the form of a linear expression, giving the address of the element accessed for a particular combination of values of j 1 : : : j n , the general form being B + A 1 j 1 + : : : + A n j n ;
where B and A 1 : : : A n are constants. The base address of the array and the k values combine to form B; the A values are derived from the loop multipliers k and the dimensions of the array. Without loss of generality we assume that array indices are in the Fortran style, and that all values are in terms of array elements.
The concept of an iteration space is also important. The loop bounds N 1 : : : N n represent the full n-dimensional iteration space of the array reference being examined. By limiting the range of certain loops the iteration space can also be restricted. For example by only allowing j 1 to have the value 0, only a single iteration of the outermost loop is speci ed. When modeling cache behavior this restriction of iterations is a natural way to consider some problems. However, in this work we will only need to restrict the upper bound of loops, for a loop k this can be handled by \binding" a temporary value to N k . Given two array references R 1 and R 2 , if their linear forms are identical except B 1 6 = B 2 , then they are said to be in translation. This means that the access patterns of both references are identical, but o set by jB 1 -B 2 j elements in the address space. References in translation with one another are said to be in the same translation group.
Evaluation strategy
The function of the cache is to provide data reuse, that is, to enable memory regions that have recently been accessed to be subsequently accessed with a much smaller latency. Two basic forms of reuse exist: self dependence reuse in which an array reference repeatedly accesses the same elements of an array, and group dependence reuse in which elements are repeatedly accessed that were most recently used by a di erent array reference. When considering an array reference R, its reuse dependenceR is de ned as the reference from which its reuse arises. When R =R it is a self dependence, conversely, when R 6 =R it is a group dependence. Since it is possible for more than two references to access the same data elements, when identifying dependencesR is de ned as the reference with the smallest reuse distance from R, related to the number of loop iterations occurring betweenR accessing an element, and R reusing it.
Unlike the most well known system for classifying cache misses, the \three C's" model (compulsory, capacity and con ict misses 8]), the method presented by this paper uses a two part model. Compulsory misses are de ned as before, but capacity and con ict misses are considered a single category|interference misses|since the underlying cause is the same, reusable data being ejected from the cache.
To predict the number of cache misses su ered by an array reference interference is divided into several types, dependent on their source. Self interference occurs when the reference obstructs its own reuse, internal cross interference occurs due to references in the same translation group, and external cross interference is caused by references in di erent translation groups. Sections 5 and 6 describe how these e ects are modeled for self and group dependences respectively.
A distinction is also made between the temporal and spatial components of a reference's miss ratio. The spatial miss ratio is de ned as the average number of cache misses needed to load a single cache line of data; all three types of interference contribute to this ratio, and are modeled in Section 4. The spatial miss ratio is applied to the predicted number of temporal misses to give the total number of cache misses for a reference. Repeating this procedure for all references in the loop nesting gives the prediction for the entire code fragment.
Modeling cache footprints
A common requirement when modeling interference is to identify the e ect on the cache of accessing all references in a single translation group, for a speci ed iteration space. Once the e ect on the cache is known, it can be used to predict the e ect on the reuse of the references being examined, and from this the resulting number of cache misses can be predicted.
A cache of size C, with L elements in a line, and associativity a can be considered as a rectangular grid, C=La cache lines wide and a lines deep, as shown in Figure 2 (a). Each vertical column represents a single \set" of the cache, each containing a lines. A mapping function determines which set a memory element is stored in; the usual mapping function, which this paper examines, is simply x mod (C=La), where x is the address of the element in question.
The line in the set that is actually used depends on the replacement strategy employed. In this paper only the \least-recently-used" strategy is considered, replacing the line in the set that was last accessed the earliest.
Given this view of the cache, the e ect of a translation group on the cache can also be visualized. For each of the C=La sets a certain number of the lines contain data accessed by the translation group. This number can be thought of as the \overlap" of each set, and is labeled . To identify interference, cache footprints such as this are compared with the footprints of the data being reused, either set-by-set or statistically as a whole. The method of detecting interference is simple: it occurs wherever the combined overlap of the footprints is greater than the level of associativity.
The model represents each cache footprint as a sequence of regions, each region having a constant value of , the overlap. As well as , two other parameters de ne each region, its rst element of the region (i.e. a value between zero and (C=a) -1), and the number of elements in the region. Considering the example footprint in Figure 2 (b), it is clear that it is de ned by the following sequence of regions (start; size; ), (0; L; 1); (L; 2L; 2); (3L; L; 1); (6L; 2L; 2); (8L; 3L; 5); (11L; 3L; 3): (1) In the rest of this section of the paper, we show how footprints of this form can be calculated e ciently for individual translation groups. 
Finding the cache footprint of a single reference
An accurate method of mapping a regular data footprint into a direct-mapped cache has previously been presented in detail 7, 12] . As such we only consider the problem brie y, extending the method given in 7] (which is descended from 12]) to set-associative caches.
Given an array reference we wish to nd the cache footprint of the data it accesses for a particular iteration space, the form of which is de ned by the values N 1 : : : N n . The structure of these array elements is de ned by the reference itself, the array dimensions, and the iteration space. For the majority of array references encountered, the array footprint can be expressed using four parameters: the address of the rst element t , the number of elements in each contiguous region S t , the distance between the start of two such regions t , and nally the number of regions N t .
After identifying these four parameters, the array footprint they describe is mapped into the cache to give the cache footprint of the reference in question. The cache footprint is de ned by parameters similar to those describing the array footprint: the interval between regions , the number of regions N, and the position of the rst 1 region . Two parameters de ne the structure of the data elements in each region, the level of overlap , as de ned in Section 3, and S, the number of elements in the region divided by the overlap. Considering Figure 2 , and S can be thought of as the average \height" and \width" of each region in the footprint.
To 
In the simplest case, when s = 1, i.e. the array footprint didn't wrap around the end of the cache (no overlapping), = s and N = N t . In the general case when s > 1, the distance between each area = s-1 , and the total number of areas N = b 0 = s-1 c. The position of the rst region can also be found,
The overlap of a single area is found by dividing the total number of elements in it by the distance from the start of the rst region to the end of the last. The average level of overlap is found by combining the overlap for both types of area, = (n s S t =f l (n s ))( 0 = s-1 -r) + ((n s + 1)S t =f l (n s + 1))r N ; (5) where f l (x) = S t + (x -1) +~ s , the distance from the start of the rst region to the end of the last. 2 To nd S for a single area, the size of the \gaps" between regions is subtracted from the distance from the start of the rst region to the end of the last region. As when nding the values for both types of area are combined,
The function f i (x) gives the value of S for an area containing x regions, each~ s from the previous.
Combining individual cache footprints
Using the techniques presented in the previous section, the cache footprint of a reference for a de ned iteration space can be identi ed. This gives the information necessary to predict how that reference interacts with the footprints of other references, thus allowing interference to be detected. Generally, however, there are more than two references in a loop nesting, and therefore interference on a reference can originate from more than one source.
As well as modeling the interference from each reference in the loop nesting, it is also important that interference on a single element only be counted once. Simply comparing the cache footprint of every reference in the loop with the footprint of the reference being examined will not meet this requirement.
As noted in Section 2.1, it is possibly to classify the array references in a loop nesting into translation groups, all members of a group have exactly the same access pattern, the only di erence being that the patterns are o set from one another in the address space. This allows the references in a translation group to be combined into a single cache footprint|it is this meta-footprint that is used to identify interference.
The problem can be stated as follows: given q references in translation: R 1 : : : R q , it is necessary to nd the cumulative cache footprint of these references, assuming that the array footprint of the references is de ned by the parameters S t , N t and t , and the values t 1 : : : t q . The combined cache footprint is de ned as a sequence of regions de ned by triples, ( ; S; ), the position of the region, the size in elements, and the level of overlap, as shown in (1).
Finding the one-dimensional footprint
Examining the calculations in Section 3.1 shows that the only parameter of the cache footprint depending on t is , the position of the rst region, de-One possible method of merging all q footprints would be to enumerate the start and end positions of each reference, and then sort them into smallestrst order. Fortunately, there is a much more e cient method. Each rotated footprint can only cross the boundary between cache position C=a and position zero once. This allows the start and end positions of each region to be generated in numerical order, by generating the points after the cache boundary, followed by the points before the cache boundary.
First the starting points of each region in the footprint of reference i are considered. The rst region (when counting from zero) to start after position C=a, is,
The list of starting positions in (6) can now be split in two and recombined, so that the list of positions in ascending order is, It can be seen that is a consequence of v, since the level of overlapping in a region is directly related to the references being accessed in that region. The merging process is straightforward since the lists of region boundaries are known to be in ascending numerical order. A working value of v is maintained, initially set to re ect the references whose footprints wrap around from the end to the start of the cache. While there are elements left in any of the 2q lists, the list with the smallest rst element is found. This element is deleted, and a footprint region is created from the previously found point to the current point, with the current value of v. Assuming that the list refers to reference R k ;
if it is the list of start points then v k is set to one, otherwise it is set to zero.
Finding the cumulative overlap of a region
After merging the reference's footprints as in the previous section the structure of the translation group's cache footprint is almost complete. Instead of the ( ; S; ) representation that is required, it is in the form ( ; S; v 1 : : : v q ]).The problem then, is to calculate given vector v.
The average level of overlap of a reference's cache footprint has already been calculated as , in (5) . Using the same logic as in Section 3.2.1 all references in the translation group must have the same value of .
A natural method of nding is to simply multiply by the number of bits in v that are set, i.e. the number of references in the region. On considering how caches work, it can be seen that this method is only guaranteed to work when no two references access the same array. If two or more references do access the same array, there is the possibility that there could be an intersection between the two sets of array elements accessed. If such an intersection occurs, these elements will only be stored in the cache once, not twice as predicted if we take 2 as the overlap of the two references combined. This feature means that the amount of sharing between any two references must be examined. We de ne this by a ratio, ranging from zero, if they have no elements in common, to one, when all elements are accessed by both references.
This ratio, sharing(R x ; R y ) for two references R x and R y , is calculated from the array footprint of the translation group|the parameters S t , t , N t , and t de ned in Section 3.1.
Calculating sharing(R x ; R y ). The de nition of sharing(R x ; R y ) consists of two expressions: the degree of sharing between the two array footprints when considered as two contiguous regions, and the degree of sharing between the individual regions inside the footprints. The distinction between these two concepts is shown in Figure 4 for the two references R x and R y , rst as single regions, then as a sequence of regions.
Considering the footprints as two single regions (Figure 4 (a)) it can be seen that the distance between the two regions is j t x -t y j, subtracting this value from the total extent of the region N t t gives the total number of shared elements. Hence the ratio of shared elements is (N t t -j t x -t y j)
The level of sharing between two regions of the footprint (Figure 4(b) ) is found in a similar manner. The distance between two possibly overlapping regions is j t x -t y j mod t . Since overlapping could occur in either direction the smallest possible distance between overlapping regions is de ned as, = min ? t x -t y mod t ; t -? t x -t y mod t : If S t then there is no sharing, otherwise S t -elements are shared between the two regions. Then the ratio de ning the level of sharing between the two regions is (S t -) + =S t .
Multiplying the two sharing ratios, that for the footprints as a whole and that for two regions, gives the overall ratio of shared elements between the two 
Finding of a region. The sharing(R x ; R y ) function de ned in (7) 
The second line of this equation follows since only references in translation are merged in this way, and the intersection is directly related to how many elements the two references share (as an average across the entire cache).
To nd , the average level of overlap across all references fR i j v i = 1g, it is necessary to extend the union operator shown above to include an arbitrary number of references. Considering (8) it's evident that there is a similarity between nding the combined overlap and the number of elements in a union of sets. That is, (8) is analogous to jS 1 S 2 j = jS 1 j + jS 2 j -jS 1 \ S 2 j :
The general form of this expression for the number of elements in a union is,
where the P i symbol stands for the summation of all i-element combinations of S 1 : : : S n . The expression jS 1 S n j is analogous to R 1 Rn in exactly the same way that (9) is analogous to to (8) , and therefore
It is still necessary to de ne the average overlap of an intersection between an arbitrary number of references. A two-reference intersection was shown in (8) , this can be extended to an arbitrary number of references, R 1 \ \Rn = n Y 2 sharing(R i ; R j ) ; (11) where the symbol shows that can be adaptively calculated from the previous region's value when a single reference enters or leaves the union. This approximately halves the number of multiplications required. Secondly, since one of the constraints of the model is that an array may not overlap any other arrays, there can be no sharing of data elements between references accessing di erent arrays. This means that only a subset of vector v need be examined when computing |those where v i = 1 and where reference R i accesses the same array as that accessed by the array reference whose state changed at the region boundary. Depending upon the distribution of array references to arrays, this modi cation can decrease the complexity of the calculation by orders of magnitude.
Modeling spatial interference
As noted in Section 2 the temporal and spatial cache e ects of an array reference are modeled separately. Spatial reuse occurs when more than one element in a cache line is accessed before the data is ejected from the cache. For a reference R the innermost loop on which spatial reuse may occur is labeled l s , where l s = max fi j 0 < A i < Lg:
The spatial miss ratio of a reference, labeled M s , is de ned such that multiplying it by the predicted number of temporal misses su ered by a reference predicts the actual number of cache misses occurring. This ratio encapsulates all spatial e ects on the reference, and is found by combining four more speci c miss ratios: the compulsory miss ratio C s , the self interference miss ratio S s , the internal cross interference miss ratio I s , and nally the external cross interference ratio E s , M s = min (1; max(C s ; S s ) + I s + E s ) :
The value of C s for a particular reference follows directly from the array footprint of the reference de ned over all loops 1 : : : n. It is the ratio between the number of cache lines in each footprint region and the number of referenced elements within each region.
When studying the level of interference a ecting a spatial reuse dependence it is necessary to examine what happens between each iteration of loop l s . 
Calculating spatial self interference
As shown in Figure 5 the reference being modeled can obstruct its own spatial reuse; this happens when the number of data elements accessed on a single iteration of loop l s that map to a particular set in the cache is greater than the level of associativity. To analyze this mapping process the recurrence shown in (2) is used, but with slightly di erent array footprint parameters. The distance between each footprint region t is de ned by the distance between elements accessed on successive iterations of loop l s (see Figure 5) , and the size of each footprint region is de ned as the size of a cache line L to ensure that interference between lines is detected.
As in Section 3.1, the result of the mapping process is that the cache is divided into 0 = In the general case the solution is not so straightforward, the main complication being the possibility that the distance from the rst to the last element in the area (i.e. x~ s ) is greater than the size of the area itself, and therefore the Thus to nd the total number of elements within a particular cache-line sized interval the above expression is evaluated for both before(y) and after(y), so that the total number of elements in a particular interval z : : : (z + L) is incl(z; before(y)) + 1 + incl(z; after(y)):
If this value, the number of elements in a particular line, is greater than the level of associativity a, then self interference occurs; by averaging over the L-1 possible positions for the start of a line containing the interval y, the probability of reuse can be found. By repeating this process for the x -1 other elements in the area the overall probability, and hence S s , can be calculated.
Internal spatial cross interference
As well as being caused by the reference itself, spatial interference may also arise due to the other references in the same translation group. When the number of data elements mapping to a particular cache set, on a single iteration of loop l s , is greater than the level of associativity a, interference will occur. This phenomena is often referred to as \ping-pong" interference, and may a ect performance massively since it is possible for all spatial reuse by the reference to be prevented. Assuming that the closest footprint region before R mod (C=a) is b positions away, and the closest region after R is a positions away, then the miss ratio due to internal interference is de ned as follows,
External spatial interference
After considering the interference from the reference's own translation group, interference from the other translation groups|external interference|must be modeled. Each group is examined in turn, the overall miss ratio due to external interference E s being the sum of each group's individual external interference ratio.
For a reference R, with spatial reuse on loop l s , the probability P R , that accessing a random data element will nd an element in a set containing data spatially reused by R, is de ned by, P R = N R S R C=a ; where N R and S R are the number and size of regions in reference R's cache footprint on loop l s respectively (see Section 3.1).
Restricting the iteration space to a single iteration of loop l s (i.e. let N ls = 1), the cache footprint of each translation group (of which R is not a member) is examined. By counting the number of elements in these footprints that could cause spatial interference on R, and multiplying by P R , a prediction of the number of misses is made.
If the average level of overlap for the translation group containing R is R , and the footprint of each other translation group is represented by a sequence of ( ; S; ) triples, then an individual footprint region can possibly interfere with R only if R + > a. Also, if interference does occur, the number of cache misses for that set can not be greater than the actual number of elements in the set. This leads to the de nition of the following function giving the \miss overlap", -miss ( R ; ) = min ? R ; ( R + -a) + : (12) Mapping this function, multiplied by the size of each region, over the cache footprint of each translation group gives the total number of elements accessed by the group that might cause a cache miss 4 . Multiplying this value by P R , and dividing by the total number of iterations made by loop l s , gives the external miss ratio for a single translation group G, E s (G) = P R P ( -miss ( R ; ) S) N ls+1 N n ;
where the symbol P stands for the summation across all of the translation group's cache footprint regions ( ; S; ). By summing E s (G) over all translation groups G, such that R 6 2 G, the overall value of E s is found.
5 The cache behavior of a self dependence (13) that is: the spatial miss ratio, multiplied by the number of times loop l is entered, multiplied by the number of unique elements referenced. But the cache capacity is limited|it may not be possible to hold all elements referenced by loop l in the cache at once. This factor is not only dependent on whether the size of the cache is greater than the number of elements, as with spatial reuse the accessed elements may map into the cache in such a way as to prevent reuse. Although using a cache with high associativity can prevent interference in certain cases, as the number of elements accessed increases the problem may return.
Self interference
Self interference on a reference is modeled by mapping the array footprint of the elements accessed by a single iteration of loop l into the cache, removing those elements that fall in sets with overlap greater than the level of associativity. Subtracting the number of elements left from the original number of elements gives the number of cache misses per iteration. We use the same mapping process as shown in Section 3.1, with one important modi cation, the function f i (x) is replaced by f r (x) (and the way in which is calculated is changed to re ect this). Whereas f i (x) gave the number of sets that could interfere in an area containing x regions, f r (x) gives the number that can be reused, i.e. those where a. Given f r (x) the number of reusable elements in the footprint follows as NS , and therefore the total number of cache misses due to self interference is
|the number of times loop l is entered multipled by the number of cache misses each iteration (excluding when j l = 0, which is handled by the compulsory miss calculation shown in (13)).
The de nition of function f r (x) uses a similar method to that shown in Section 4.1 for calculating spatial self interference. The structure of the cache section being examined was described in Section 3.1; an area of size s-1 containing x regions of size S t , each at an interval~ s from the previous. The rst region is located at the beginning of the area, and the regions wrap around the end of the area (i.e. the position in the area of region k is actually (k~ s ) mod s-1 ).
For an area with this structure, the function f r (x) must calculate the number of positions in which the level of overlap is less than or equal to the level of associativity, i.e. where no interference occurs. For a single position z in the area, the level of overlap (i.e. the number of regions crossing this point) is given by the number of regions beginning before this point minus the number of regions ending before it. To include the wrapping e ect this expression is summed over all possible \wrap arounds" in which a region appears, i.e.,
where z i = z + i s-1 .
A possible de nition f r (x) would be to test every position in the area, i.e. z = 0 : : : ( s-1 -1), and count the number of times that overlap(z) a. Fortunately there is a more e cient method: since there are only x footprint regions, the value of overlap(z) can only change a maximum of 2x times (at the start and end of each region). Using a similar method to when nding the one-dimensional footprint of a translation group (see Section 3.2.1), these 2x positions are enumerated in ascending order, and the atomic regions they de ne are examined.
Finally, the de nition of in (5) includes positions in the area where reuse cannot occur (since it is still relevant when calculating interference). However, when looking at the reuse of a footprint it is necessary for to be the average overlap of the positions in the footprint where reuse does occur. This can be calculated while computing the value of f r (x).
Internal cross interference
After examining the level of self interference on a self dependent reference the cache footprint of the data not subject to self interference is known; characterized by the parameters S, , N and . It is still uncertain whether or not these regions of the cache can be reused since data accessed by the other array references in the loop nesting may map to the same cache sets, possibly preventing reuse.
Interference from other references in the same translation group is considered rst. The cache footprint of these references is identi ed (using the techniques shown in Section 3) and then compared region by region with the footprint of the data not subject to self interference. Interference can only occur wherever the two footprints overlap, and only when the combined level of overlap is greater than the level of associativity, that is when + > a. Assuming that two footprint regions overlap for size positions, then the number of misses occurring on each iteration of loop l is size -miss ( ; ) M s :
The summation of this expression over all sections of the cache where two footprint regions overlap gives the total number of cache misses on each iteration of the reuse loop; multiplying by N 1 : : : N l gives the total number of misses.
To increase the accuracy of the next stage|predicting the level of external interference|the values of NS and (the number of reusable positions and average overlap) are adjusted to take account of internal interference. The number of reusable positions after considering internal interference NS 0 is the combined size of all regions where interference doesn't occur, and the adjusted overlap 0 is the average value of + across all these regions.
External interference
The nal source of temporal interference on a self dependence to be considered is external cross interference. This is interference arising from references in other translation groups to the reference being examined. Unlike when modeling internal cross interference, it is not possible to simply compare the two cache footprints (the reference's possibly reusable data, and the footprint of the interfering translation group) exactly because they are not in translation. The footprints are \moving" through the cache in di erent ways and hence incomparable. Instead, a statistical method is used, based on the dimensions of the two footprints|the total size and the average overlap.
Similarly to when modeling external interference on spatial dependences (see Section 4. 6 Modeling group dependences A group dependence occurs when an array reference reuses data that was most recently accessed by another reference in the same translation group. For a reference R the reference that it is dependent upon is denotedR; Section 2.2 has described how dependences are identi ed. The de nition of the spatial miss ratio given in Section 4 must be altered slightly to model group dependences, it must also include any spatial group reuse occurring. This is when R is in the same cache line asR a certain number of times per every L elements accessed. If the constant distance between the two references, B~R -B R , is less than the size of a cache line, then this is the number of times that R must load an element itself per cache line. Therefore the actual spatial miss ratio is de ned by,
The number of compulsory misses is de ned by the number of elements accessed only by R, not byR, multiplied by the spatial miss ratio. Since the sharing(R x ; R y ) function de ned in (7) gives the ratio of elements shared between R x and R y , we have that
where m is the number of dimensions in the array being accessed. To identify cross interference on a group dependence it is only necessary to examine the period betweenR accessing an arbitrary element and R reusing it. This is de ned as g iterations of loop l g :
with k the innermost dimension of the array where the k constants of the two references di er.
Consider for example, the case when R = A(j 2 ; j 1 ) andR = A(j 2 ; j 1 + 2). Here l g = 1, and g = 2, that is, afterR accesses element A(j 2 ; 2), two iterations of loop 1 pass before R accesses the same element. Interference occurs if the element has been ejected from the cache during these two iterations.
Internal interference
Internal cross interference is found by examining the cache footprint of the translation group of R for the rst g iterations of loop l g , i.e. the iteration space with N 1 : : : N lg-1 = 1 and N lg = g . For each region in the footprint that contains data accessed by R the probability of interference is calculated, the maximum probability across the whole footprint is then the actual probability of internal interference. For a footprint region with average overlap , this probability is de ned as, 
External interference
When the maximum value of P i is less than 1, and therefore internal interference is not total, external cross interference must also be considered. Again the iteration space is de ned as g iterations of loop l g , but this time the cache footprints of the translation groups that R is not a member of are examined.
For each such group, the number of cache misses caused is found by counting the number of positions in its footprint where interference may occur, and applying the same probabilistic method used when predicting external interference on a self dependence (see Section 5. 7 Example results
To demonstrate the validity and bene ts of the techniques described, this section presents experimental results obtained using an implementation of the model. Code fragments are expressed in a simple language which allows the details of the arrays being accessed, the loop structures, and the array references themselves to be speci ed. Here three examples typical of nested computations are shown, chosen for their contrasting characteristics to ensure that all parts of the cache model are exercised. Each manipulates matrices of double precision values, arranged in a single contiguous block of memory. They are:
1. A matrix-multiply, consisting of three nested loops, containing four array references in total. Each reference allows temporal reuse to occur within one of the loops, one reference may be subject to considerable spatial interference. The Fortran code is shown in Figure 6 (a). 2. A \Stencil" operation, from 10]. This kernel shows group dependence reuse, and doesn't always access memory sequentially. See Figure 6 (b). 3. A two dimensional Jacobi loop, from 2], originally part of an application that computes permeability in porous media using a nite di erence method. This kernel exhibits large amounts of group dependence reuse, and contains signi cantly more array references than the others. The matrices IVX and IVY contain 32-bit integers. See Figure 6 (c).
Each example kernel has been evaluated for a range of cache parameters, comparing the predicted miss ratio against that given by standard simulation techniques 5 . The average percentage errors are shown in Table 1 .
The results for C = 16384; L = 16, and for C = 32768; L = 16 are shown in Figure 7 for the three example kernels. Miss ratio and absolute error are plotted against the width and height of the matrices. Also shown, in Table 2 , are the range of times taken to evaluate each problem on a 167MHz SUN ULTRA-1 workstation, for a single cache con guration. The experimental data presented in the previous section shows that the predictions made by the model are generally very accurate: the majority of average errors are within ten percent, with all but three of the fty four examples having average errors of less than fteen percent. When combined with the increased speed of prediction we believe that the analytical approach is more practical than simulation when examining the individual kernels of an application.
One of the motivations for this work was to minimize the time taken when evaluating a program fragment. As expected the analytical model is much quicker to compute than a simulation, typically by several orders of magnitude, even with the smallest problem sizes. As the number of memory references grows the gulf widens: simulation time increasing proportionally to the number of accesses, the time needed to evaluate the analytical model staying mostly constant. The Jacobi example is the slowest to evaluate analytically because it has eighteen array references to evaluate, compared to Stencil's six and the matrix multiply's four. Even so, the combinatorial e ects that might have been feared are not a problem.
It is also clear from the miss ratio plots that using set-associative caches does not avoid the problem of cache interference. Even for a 4-way associative cache there are still large variations in miss ratio, especially in the Stencil and Jacobi kernels, i.e. as the number of array references increases. By using using well known techniques such as padding array dimensions and controlling base addresses, guided by an analytical model such as presented here, the variations can be reduced to decrease the miss ratio. A bene t of using analytical models that has not yet been mentioned is the extra information available through using analytical models. When trying to lower the number of cache misses in a program it is important to know both where and why the cache misses occur. Due to the structure of the method presented in this paper both requirements can be met simply by examining the outputs of the component models. For example, with the matrix multiply kernel we can examine both the miss ratio of each reference (Figure 8(a) ), and the miss ratio due to each type of interference (Figure 8(b) ). These show that the vast majority of the misses are due to reference Y(J,K), and that between 80 and 90 percent of the interference is self interference (in this case spatial self interference, due to array Y being accessed non-sequentially).
Conclusions
A hierarchical method of classifying cache interference has been presented, for both self and group dependent reuse of data, considering both temporal and spatial forms. Analytical techniques of modeling each category of interference have been developed for array references in loop nestings. It has been shown that these techniques give accurate results, comparable with those found by simulation, and that they can be implemented such that predictions can be made at a much faster rate than with simulation. More importantly, the prediction rate has been shown to be dependent on the number of array references in the program, rather than the actual number of memory accesses (as with simulation).
It is envisaged that the bene ts of the models|accuracy and speed of prediction|will allow their use in a wide range of situations, including those that are impractical with more traditional techniques. An important example of such a use will be run-time optimization of programs, using analytical models of the cache behavior of algorithms to drive the optimization process. Areas that will be addressed in future work include such optimization strategies, as well as extensions to the model itself. It is also intended to use the techniques as part of a general purpose performance modeling system 11].
